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Chapel Services
ODDS and ENDS Blind Rollins Freshman
Sweeps Oratory Contest On December 15
Carson Seavey Wins Honors To Feature Choir
In His First Clash at

' EOLLINS' BIGGEST BARGAIN
It is with no small degree of
1
smugness that we announce
have something in common with
i H. G. Wells. Mr. Wells wondered
I why more of the student body
i wasn't present at his lecture. So
t did we, for if we had our pick of
ten men we'd like to listen to speak
•• in this world today, Mr. Well
i would probably be one of them. It'
t true he's not a president or a king
i or a fuehrer, but he's been right
! so much more than they have that
! we begin to suspect him of or
i science.
(
t
t
t
i
*

Here was one of the foremost
writers and independent thinkers in
the world today and yet, how many
heard his lecture? It couldn't be
the cost, because we spend so much
money on other things so much less
worth while. Perhaps it's just inii difference.
Well, anyway, he's gone and
i there's no use discussing his lecI ture further. But we do think every
! student should reconsider the offer
: of the Annie Russell Series. You
it can get season tickets to this en[ tire series for half-price and even
> though you have missed Mr. Wells,
there's still Alexander Woollcott,
; "The Town Crier" of radio fame
It and a noted dramatic critic and
• author. And a f t e r
Woollcott,
I Thornton Wilder's play, "The Merchant of Yonkers;" and then H. R.
Knickerbocker, probably America's
I outstanding foreign correspondent,
: will lecture.

Christmas Fund
Drive Extended
For Short Time

Members Have Difficulty in
Contacting Students; Charity Game Ready
The Rollins Christmas Fund
Drive officially terminated Sunday,
December 8, but following a meeting held in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel on Saturday of the Christmas Fund Committee it seems very
likely that the Drive will be extended for a t least another three days
or perhaps a week. The reason for
this extension is due to the fact
that many of the members have had
difficulty in contacting some of
the students whom they were assigned to see. It was also found
that many students had promised
to give to the Fund at a later date.

The many uses to which the
Christmas Fund are put have been
enumerated several times in past
issues of the Sandspur; it is a
worthy outlet for your individual
Christmas spirits. Your gift, however, large or small it may have
been, has aided immeasurably. To
those of you who have given, and
those of you who will give, Jack
Buckwalter, Chairman of the Drive,
i
And still the list of the world's wishes to extend his and his comI guest artists grows. Josef Hofman, mittee's appreciation.
In one of the world's greatest living
Because of the fact that the stu3 pianists, will give a concert here
dent collections have not been fini; on the Series in February; Dorothy ished; the charity game in the
I Crawford will present her one wo- Sandspur Bowl has not yet been
a man theatre in March and a second played; and the Christmas Service
I play by the Annie Russell Company, has not been held, it is impossible
I under the direction of Dorothy to announce at this time the pro£ Lockhart, will conclude the season's gress of the Fund. It is hoped
program.
however, that this year's fund will
Such a program, offered by a col- equal, if not surpass the average
lege in or near the metropolitan set by the collections reached in
i a r e a , would probably cost plenty, previous years.
and that we a t Rollins, 1300 miles
from New York City, can enjoy
such modest prices is indeed unusual. So if you like to get your
money's worth, we suggest you trot
over to the Annie Russell Theatre Pledge Dance Friday Night;
today and make your season's resPublic is NOT Invited
ervations. You won't regret it.
Undiscouraged by the appearance
As we put the last Sandspur of of the traditional
All-College
I a hectic and momentous year to Christmas dance which has been a
bed, we should have weighty and hallowed part of the Rollins social
profound ideas to expound, but all calendar up until this year, the
we can see is t h a t unfinished doughty pledges of Theta-Gamma
TERM PAPER, staring at us like zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha have
the avenging ghost of all our taken matters into their own hands
slaughtered study hours. Only a and announced a very private and
profound knowledge of our own fairly sedate fraternity shin-dig,
nature keeps us from making a which will be held at the University
New Year's resolution right here Club Friday night.
and now.
Little daunted by the Friday-13th
Ivory Tower Department: 1940 tradition, the neophytes have plungwill probably be remembered by ed ahead with a reckless abandon,
led by chemists Accree, Krall and
( many of us as the year Belgium,
France and the Netherlands fell, Yopp, who are compounding a
and Rollins won the SIAA tourna- special Mickey Finn yuletide punch,
guaranteed to melt the fillings in
ment.
your teeth.
Speaking of New Year's ResoluIn order to jointly discourage
tions, we believe it's high time jitter-buggers and strike a Frisomeone bolstered the waning ego
-13th motif, the floor will be
of the nation and framed a few
(Continued on page 5)
resolutions designed so t h a t anyone may keep them. Here are a
few we've whipped up in a hurry:
I HEREBY RESOLVE:
1. Not to eat any raw fish eyes.
2. Not to arise before 6 A. M.
It is indubitably true that Mr.
3. Not to get all my term's work
H. G. Wells, who spoke at the Windone till the last week.
4. To stumble over at least five ter Park high school auditorium last
Friday night as the initial feature
water sprinklers daily.
5. To curse fluently and feelingly of the Annie Russell Searies, added
not one cubit to his stature as a
upon stumbling.
6. To catch at least two colds per writer, or a public figure. Perhaps
he even detracted a bit from whatterm.
7. To break a fingernail weekly, ever reputation he might have had
as a master of forensics, for his
if I am a female.
8. To cut the H
out of myself thin, piping voice, even though
bolstered by a public address sysshaving, if I am a male.
9. To be noisy just outside the li- tem, failed to clearly reach many
in the rear of the auditorium.
brary door.
Yet despite whatever he may
10. Not to hitch hike to Baluchistan
have suffered in these respects,
before June.
Mr. Wells has added another great
How many others, like ourself, quality to that long list so eloremember last Christmas vaca- quently and charmingly enumerated
tion's frigidity? Two days removed by Dr. Hamilton Holt, in his introfrom the Florida sunshine we found ductory speech. For last Friday
ourselves huddled over a tiny fire night in that auditorium Mr. Wells,
on the coldest and most wind swept consciously or not, established
spot, on an icy lake, high in the himself as one of the bravest men
Poconos. We had been lured there we have ever known.
by promises to the pleasures of
Bearding a lion in his den is a
ice-skating, but the transition from symbolically brave action, and we
f Florida to Fridgidaire was too, too hang medals on men for inspired
abrupt.
deeds under fire. Yet this man
undertook his bit of derring-do
(Continued on Page 5)

** *

Mistletoe Favored for
Lambda C h i B a l l

Carson Seavey, blind Rollins
freshman without former experience in public speaking, won the
oratory contest during the Dixie
Championship Forensic Tournament held at Winthrop College in
Rock Hill, South Carolina. The
contest lasted three days, December fifth, sixth and seventh. Seavey,
speaking in six separate contest
rounds, succeeded in all of them to
win first place. Later, in the
Finals, Seavey met the four winners of other contests in an original
oration. He won second place in
this. Others on the trip to Winthrop College were Everette Farnsworth, Joe Fribley, and Rudolph
Toch. Students of twenty-eight colleges entered in this tournament.
Back again on the Rollins campus, Dr. Pierce, Instructor of
Speech, smiled and spoke highly
of Seavey. He said, "We are more
than just pleased with this record
Carson has made. Being a freshman, and having such a good start,
he is bound to win many other
contests. We want to watch Carson.
He is more than a tournament
speaker. He is a real orator."
Dr. Pierce went on to explain the
difficulty of teaching a blind person to use proper body movements,
gestures, and facial expressions in
(Continued on Page 4)

Rollins Rats Show
Promise in Annual
Psychological Quiz
Rollins students are not such a
light-headed lot. They are, in fact,
a very intelligent group, according to the results of the "American
Council on Education Psychological
Examination" given to the Frosh
class every year. The exam is part
of the size-you-up routine that
every incoming r a t crawls through.
These exams test the academic
aptitude of the student in question.
As a result the jaunty freshman
has a bad reputation in the office
to try and build up quietly or else
he has a record to brag about. A
brilliant High School record is of
little account once competition at
Rollins is under way.
The present sophomore class with
their "intellectual giants" put Rollins in the upper 15% average of
the 325 colleges in the nation participating in the same intelligence
test. This year's frosh ran short
of intellectual giants but have revealed a better all-round group of
superior students. Their ratings in
respect to the other colleges will
not be known until April, but there
are indications that they will rank
as well as any previous Frosh class
of the last five years. The juniors
rank in the upper 19% of 355 com
peting colleges which seniors are
one jump ahead, ranking in the upper 18% of 323 colleges in their
test. The graduating class of 1940,
made a higher median score than
any of the other Frosh class in the
past five years. Ed. Note: We'll be
watching them with interest!

The Annual Christmas Service
will be held on Sunday evening,
December 15, at 8:30 in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. The climax
of the chapel services of this term,
and one of the most memorable
of the year, this lovely service always attracts a great many people.
As of last year, the program will
be largely musical. The offering
will go to the Christmas Fund and
will be used to aid the needy.
The program will be as follows:
Prelude
String Quartet
Processional Hymn 0 Come, All ye
Faithful
Call to Worship ..„ Charlotte Stout
The Invocation
Don Murphy
Carols
Chapel Choir
"Adoration of the Shepherds"
"Angels We Have Heard On
High" — German
"Sing We Noel Once More" —
Portuguese
The Offertory
"He Shall Feed
His Flock" — Handel
Response
The Doxology
Carols
Chapel Choir
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy" —
Spiritual
"Happy Bethlehem"
"Lullaby on Christmas Eve"—
Christiansen
"Silent Night, Holy Night'
Bruber
The Christmas Story —
Bob Whiston
Carols
Chapel Choir
"The Three Kings" —
Catalonian
" 0 Holy Night" — Adams
"The Hallelujah Chorus", from
the Messiah — Handel
Benediction
Dean Nance
Choral Amen
Chapel Choir
Recessional
Christmas Carols
The Congregation will follow the
Choir down the center aisle Narthex
to see the tableau, The Nativity
Scene. The following students will
take part: John Giantonio as Joseph; Elizabeth Wing as Mary; Jack
Sharp, Jack Campbell, Jack Ruth,
as shepherds; Bob Meyers, Bob
Ferguson, Hank Minor, as Kings.
Frances Perrottet is in charge of
the scene.
Instrumentalists for the service
will be: Hila V. Knapp, harp; Walter H. Trampler, violin; A. Kunrad
Kvam, cello; Dante Bergonzi, viola;
Albert Nassi, violin.
The Candle Bearers will be Martha Brooks, Marion Brooks, Jane
Fairchild, and Patricia Pritchard.

Herman F. Siewert
Presents
Dorothy Walker Wallace
Wednesday, Dec. 11, 1940—7:30
1. Toccata per l'Elevatione
Frescobaldi
Frescobaldi
2. Prelude in G minor
Bach
3. Chorale: "Erbarm dish
mein, O Herr Gott" _ Bach
4. Chorale fugue: "Wir
glauben all an einen
Gott, Schopfer"
Bach
5. Chorale in B minor Franck
6. Toccata on "Ave Maria
Stella"
.Dupre
7. Carillon
Sowerby
Toccata in F, from Fifth
Symphony
Widor

Wells Gains Reputation for Heroism as He
Tells Audience Red Revolution's Too Tame
unemotionally and with apparently little to gain. So we give you a
new number one man in the ranks
of the heroic . . . Herbert George
Wells, who told a Winter Park audience (looking them straight in their
collective eyes) that he approved
of the action of Soviet Russia, but
that the "Reds" were really only
pink; that we had "socialism" here
but were afraid to call it that; that
his vision of the ideal world was a
socialistic, liberal world-state.
And that was just an introduction. He told them other things, too,
all calmly and with a slightly acid
tongue. There were no sugar-coated
pellets in the Wells message Friday night. He spoke bluntly, yet
realistically; he raised no false
hopes and yet he was not unduly
pessimistic. He was, as he explained, capable of seeing the forests, if
not the trees, and the outline and
analysis of today's world sistuation
as he saw it was grave, but not
hopeless.
The topic of Mr. Wells lecture
was, "Two Hemispheres, or One
(Continued on Page 5)

"Outward Bound" Ready for
Opening Curtain Thursday
Student Players' Second Play
of Current Season Stars
Experienced Artists
"Outward Bound", Sutton Vane's
eerie comedy of death and judgment, will be presented this Thursday, and Friday in the Annie Russell Theatre a t 8:15 p. m. There
will also be a matinee on Saturday.
The play, second in the Rollins
Student Players 1940-41 season,
will feature nine students including two freshmen, and one transfer. Charlotte Stout will play the
role of Mrs. Cliveden-Banks, she
of the superior high-society attitude and very questionable past.
Miss Stout began her career on the
stage as the Rabbitt in "Alice in
Wonderland", and went on to such
roles as Emmy in last year's Student Players "Sun-up" and Nancy
Lee Faulkner in the "Night of
January 16", her first role at Rollins. When interviewed, she stated
however, that her greatest triumph
on the stage had been when someone stole her husband's pants in
"The Fool".

Rollins Horsemen
To Ride in Charity
Show Next Sunday
Annual Goodfellows Event
Will Feature Private
Classes for Students
This coming Sunday the Rollins
fall riding event will take place in
conjunction with the show sponsored by the Good Fellows at Mr.
Keene's Orange Blossom Stables
in Orlando. This is the fifth annual
show by the Goodfellows, a local
charitable organization.
Rollins riders will show in two
exclusive classes both boys and
girls. Riding in the girl's horsemanship class will be Lillian Ryan,
Barbara Brokaw, Ellen Chadwick,
Priscilla Parker, Grace Raymond,
Betty Scott, Wilma Tilden, Lolly
Phillips, Betty Lanza, Mary Kathyrne Shutts, Janet Jones, and Ginger Cohrs.
Riding in the Rollins men's
horsemanship class will be Phil
Reed,, Don Murphy, Harrison
Barnes, John Homan, Dick Yard,
Charlie Pascall, Bower Corwin, and
Bill Milner.
Besides these separte exclusively
college horsemanship classes Don
Murphy, Charlie Pascal, John Homan, and Harrison Barnes will
show in the open men's horsemanship. In the open women's class
Lillian Ryan and Ellen Chadwick
will be riding.
Rollins entrants in the pair class
are Harrison Barnes and Betty
Scott, Don Murphy, and Eleanor
Wynne, Phil Reed and Ellen Chadwick, and Lillian Ryan and John
Homan.

McDowall, Waite
Honored At Big
Football Banquet
By Ted Pitman
Rollins has a great Coach!
Monday night at the college comons Rollins tried to show this
great sportsman how much it appreciated what he had done for
Rollins and for the men who go out
into this world as representatives
of Rollins, by tendering him the
greatest testimonial dinner in Tar
history.
This dinner was given by the
newly formed Quarterback Club,
members of Rollins' 1940 SIAA
championship team and players
who have worn the Blue and Gold
over the past decade.
Captain June Lingerfelt, McDowaH's first All-American, after
a very fitting presentation speech,
presented the Tar mentor with a
huge silver service tray and twelve
silver goblets — each goblet representing a year of coaching service
at Rollins.
So moved was the Tar coach that
one could hardly hear his acceptance speech. He went on to laud
the spirit of the Rollins teams both
past and present and he also shared
the credit for the Tars' success with
his line coach Alex Waite.
On behalf of the team Johnnie
Giantonio presented Coach Waite
with a gift for his long and meritorious services. Carl Sedlmayr,
senior end, presented genial Red
Miller, team trainer, with a pen and
pencil set on behalf of the 1940
team that he so ably nursed
through many cuts and bruises.
Joe Justice, the Tars' all-SlAA
wingback of 1939 spoke on behalf
of the alumn iteams, praising the
(Continued on Page 5)
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ATTENTION
WINTER TERM
REGISTRATION
Office of the Registrar Hours,
10—12, 2:30—4. Wednesday,
December 11—Saturday, December 14.
Every student must complete
registration during this period,
in order to hold place in class.
See notices posted on bulletin
boards.

Lingerfelt Makes
A. P.'s Little All
American Team
By Ted Pitman
For the first time in its history
Rollins has a man on the first Little All-American football team.
Charles "June" Lingerfelt the Tars'
sensational end finally received the
reward he more than justly deserved when the Associated Press
released its 1940 choice yesterday.
Mel Clanton, Rollins' 210-pound
senior tackle and a Florida product
from Lakeland received honorable
mention for his consistently fine
playing over a three year period.
The selection of June came as no
great surprise to Florida football
fans as the quiet young man from
Asheville, North Carolina has written his name onto the ledger as the
greatest end ever to come out of
this state.
June has been a sixty minute
player in almost every game for
three seasons. It was almost impossible for any team to gain
yardage by trying to turn his end.
This year he called the signals as
well as being the key man on the
defense.
Over the three year period there
wasn't a game played that didn't
see Lingerfelt perform one of his
sensational pass catches for a
touchdown or for the setting up of
one. His opponents would sometimes put two men on him but when
they all jumped for a pass it would
be Lingerfelt who came down with
the pigskin in his hands.
Truly a great end, June's honor
came also as fitting reward to his
great coach who had never before
had one of his proteges receive this
high award.

Frosh Players Draws Praise and Criticism
For Initial Effort; Love Scenes Help Greatly
By Virg
The Freshman Players certainly
gave evidence of their ability in
Karel Capek's play, "R. U. R."
(Rossum's Universal Robots) introducing probably the most dramatically inclined class Rollins has
seen since the Bailey-Vario days.
Jack Buckwalter taking the responsibility of staging this, had a
rough job to keep the nearly ridiculous theme from becoming a complete farce. The plot is one of
days in the future and what happens when four ingenious scientists
buy up an island and go berserk
making robots until their pecuniary
interests lead them into the neardestruction of man by the robots,
whose life span is twenty years and
who have been utilized by the world
in fighting wars, factory work, and
in general leaving man nothing
to do but think of more for the
robots to do. Finally one of the
scientists yields to the desire of
a very attractive saviour of humanit y to give the robots more brains.
Then the fireworks begin—with
the robots realizing their superiority, revolting and killing off human-

Morgan
ity, until but one fragment of man
is left . . . he being the architect
of R. U. R. The formula for the
making of robots has been destroyed and even the robots are
dying off fast. At the end of the
play with the architect in quiet
spasms over the end of mankind
the sun seems to rise (we might
add, with quite a bounce) and two
of the before sexless robots suddenly feel a mental and physical attraction for one another. This
opens up a vista for propagation
of Robot Race into a semblance of
man, and gives the architect the
chance to be omniscient enough
to say, as the masculine and feminine of robot stand embracing,
"Adam and Eve."
The play is slow in starting,
partly because of explanation due
and partly because Harry Domin,
General Manager of R. U. R., played by Alden Manchester, speaks
at a terrific rate of speed. However,
once Manchester got through his
long speeches he was "nervously"
good. Barbara Brown, as Helena
(Continued on page 4)

Jack Hoar will be seen as the
Rev. Mr. Thompson, the Examiner.
His previous dramatic experience
has been confined to one stellar
chorus girl role in a Hasty Pudding
production a t Harvard.
Also prominent in the cast will
be Jack Campbell as Tom Prior.
Mr. Campbell is a transfer from
Dartsmouth, and an experienced
actor, having spent a summer at
the Band Box Theatre in Suffolk,
Conn. There he played the lead
opposite Rollins' own Deedee Hoenig, (pardon us, Irene Corlett).
"Dinner at Eight" and major roles
in "Room Service" and "Bachelor
Born". His first appearance at Rollins was in "Jorney's End" during
the Intramural Dramatic Contest.
As Mrs. Midget, cockney-voicedand-mannered charwoman, Betty
Berdahl will be familiar to many
theatre-goers. She has been seen
in "Wappin Wharf, "The Fool", and
the Annie Russell Series-Rollins
Student Players production of
"Party" last year with Margaret
Anglin.
Joe Knowles is a character player who is awfully tired of being a
(Continued on Page 6)

New York Artists
Open Exhibition
Of Works Here
The Art Department of Rollins
College announces the opening of
an exhibition of small, moderatelypriced oil paintings recently received from the Morton Galleries,
130 West 57th Streets, New York
City. This showing of paintings,
representing well-known artists,
precedes the Christmas season and
will be open to the public from
Tuesday, December 10th, through
Friday, December 20th, the hours
being from ten to twelve in the
mornings and two until four in the
afternoons at the Rollins Gallery,
llie Avenue, Winter Park.
Among the painters represented
are Charles Sperry Andrews III,
Rebecca Mahler, B. F. Carmiehael,
Vera Andrus, and Bertha Remick.'
Charles Sperry Andrews III lives
Bronxville, N. Y., studied at the
National Academy and later worked
at the Tiffany Foundation in Oyster
Bay, L. I. Mr. Andrews's works
have been exhibited in the American Federation of Arts Traveling
Exhibition and also in the National
Academy in 1938. He is a member
of the Society of Independent Artists, the Allied Artists of America,
and is listed in Who's Who in American Art of 1940.
era Andrus is a painter and lithographer, born in Plymouth, Wis.,
now living in Dobbs Ferry,
N. Y. Miss Andrus studied at the
Minneapolis Institute of A r t and
was awarded first prize in the water-color class of the Twin City
Annual in 1928. She is on the staff
of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and is also listed in Who's Who
in American Art of 1940.
Rebecca Mahler is a portrait
painter and teacher born in New
York, a pupil of Dilliam M. Chase,
and a member of the American A r t
Professional League. She is represented in the High School of
New Rochelle, N. Y., and is also
listed.

ROLLINS

They'll be here soon on The Annie Russell Series - Alexander Woollcott and H. R. Knickerbocker!

Dear Santa Claus:
Well, insomnia, here we come
right back where we started from
Bring the mistletoe out of the mothballs, stir up the egg-nog, give to
the Xmas Fun, God-Bless-You-Mer
ry-Gentlemen, Beat Me Daddy, We
Were at the Bar at Eight, and
Christmas is here again!
Feeling anyway like a Salvador
Dali Christmas Card, with Kleenex
and nose drops becomingly draped
over the front railing of Pinehurst,
there's not much point in being
cheerful about Christmas or what
people are doing about the season, but, since something must be
said, we give you the sad plight of
one Robin Rae, aged 21, who is
going to spend the holidays presumably in the Hartford gaelhouse for evading the draft. We
understand that Babe has been
called all sorts of names like "antisocial" etc., etc., but think it a little
hair-splitting of the authorities to
be so technical this time of year . . .
Where's all that Good Will to men
stuff ? After ailPleasantly awash on the drift of
circumstances, we feel like remembering H. G. Wells, that small,
shy-appearing, definitely English
gentleman, who stirred the campus
so last week Mr. Weys, who was
alien in his veddy British hat and
cane, was surprisingly human for a
ban who wrote all that stuff about
those people on that planet, but we
were a trifle disappointed that he
was evasive concerning some of the
quite intelligent questions put to
him after his lecture. However,
we must give the first bouquet of t
the season to Dorothy Lockhart and
her capacity for bringing to Rollins
the really important people of interest.
And( while we're complimenting,
a surprise in the form of classical
records on the jook at Mackie's was
one of the nicest things to happen
this fall. It's a relief somehow to
heart Tibbett and we'll wager Chris
Honaas likes the change from Five
O'Clock Whistle!
What people want for Christmas
is always sort of silly we think, but
we couldn't help being amused when
we casually asked Betty Hall what
she wanted, and she burbled, "I'll
NEVER tell!" Christmas has come
to a pretty pass, that's all we have
to say.
Howcome: Terry Dean, who went
up to G'ville for Fall Frolics, left
there Sattidy a. m. just as things
were getting good? And howcome
Gloria Goode turned up at the Sattidy morning Frolics dance in her
evening dress?
Backslap of the week goes to
Alice Newcomer who, on seeing
Garbo knitting in Anna Christie
Sunday night, says audibly, "Let's
pledge her!"
Slapback goes to Don Cram for
insinuating philosophy into the
casualness of the midday talk with
H. G. Wells.
Having heard and read and admired all concerning Steve Bamberger, we were awed properly the
other day to meet him and attractive sister face to face . . . and most
surprising of all, he lived up to all
expectations. Those must have been
the good old days! Steve is in the
advertising business now, but feels
that it's time he got back to writing.
Our brain at the moment being

all fogged up with ideas for a
hour musical comedy for the ass
bly period soon, we couldn't actually
appreciate "R.U.R.". At least
hope that was the reason, we hope
it wasn't quite as dull as it ap
peared. Bright spots of the eve
ning were Barbara Brown's dresses,
designed by Jess Gregg (on Jess'
authority) and Barbara Brown's
clearly audible voice. Sue Turner
did what she should have done with
her minor part, and Bucky was
Bucky and Alden was Alden and
Eddie was Eddie, but the stage sets
were good.
So many alumns are back on campus . . . besides Bamberger, there's
Robert Larder, Verges Van Wickle,
Carl Good and others. We're looking for Peggy Mary Whitely any
day.
Feeling like an understudy for
Grant's tomb, (which is about the
worst thing, after all) we can't
rightly appreciate Jawn Hoar's
trick of the other morning when he
bribed Annabelle to keep the electric sweeper quiet until after 8:30,
so Shakespearean Professor Steel
would not get to class. Aren't these
X Clubbers the boys, though ?
What with the first Bird (Flamingo) going to press any minute
now, we are eagerly awaiting (if
those are the correct sentiments)
another reading of Rod McArthur's
story about the something 26 rush
which is definitely New Yorker
stuff . . . and Tom Casey, who does
poetry and prose equally well is
having something in, and also included will be one of the season,
"Now Showing," by Jane Balch.
A sly commentary on what one
Rollins knitter thinks of the English soldiers, sailors and aviators
. . . "You're feet's too big."
There's no point in beating about
after a title like this column's we
t afford to ignore Christmas
all together. We must, we suppose, wish everybody much excitement, much late hours, much Cheer
(the capital letter kind), but, on the
other hand, we also wish that for
the New Year that there will be numerous Resolutions.
We'd like to see Bucky act like a
man engaged; Paul Haley and Shirley Bowstead stop play "Pin, pin,
who's got the pin?"; Dot Robinson
stick to her story about losing
weight; The Key Society bring
e and more movie series to Rollins (for suggestions see Jack
Liberman); Pat Pritchard looking
like a human being; and Con Carey
looking like she'd had a major operation; The SPO's control their
pledges so they wouldn't go bursting into Sigma Chi houses at G'ville
without invitation. . .
Oke, go on, ring out the old, ring
it out, and fer heaven's sake take
I'll Never Smile Again" with it.
And, as they say in the old country,
Long may your lum reek!", which
s practically equivalent to Merry
Christmas and twice as effective.

—Courtesy Orlando Sentinel-Star

The Mail Bag
Editor, Sandspur
3ar Sir:
A club that is doing a splendid
work is the Rollins College BookA-Year Club. It has one or more
members in each of ten states,
which explains why most of the
members have never met one another. Books are the tie than binds
them.
There are hosts of people who
are booklovers and also youth lovA simple plan enables them to
express that twofold affection and
at the same time to extablish a
modest memorial for themselves or
• a friend. This memorial places
the hands of youth a new book
every year for all time.
Life membership in the Book-AYear Club costs $50. That amount
invested at 5% will earn $2.50 a
year, which buys a book a year
for the college library. The book is
marked as a gift and the donor's
name inscribed as a member of
the club. A printed label is inserted
in the book stating that this particular book was purchased with
the income from this particular
member.
Only the income from the $50
membership fee is used. The principal is deposited in a special trust
fund, which now amounts to $1,757.11 from 33 members. The plan
was devised by Dr. Edwin O.
Grover, Professor of Books and
Vice President of Rollins College.
An annual notice is sent to each
member, which reads: "Through
your cooperation the book
by
has been added to the college library. It has been permanently marked with a label showing
(Continued on Page 6)

E. Park Ave.

PJ'sV'^k

Xmas Choir Programs
Thursday evening, December 12,
1940, the Rollins College Chapel
Choir under the direction of Christopher O. Honaas will present its
annual radio program of Christmas music from the Knowles Memorial Chapel. The program will
be broadcast over W. D. B. O. at
9:30 P. M. The college and general
public are cordially invited to attend the program in the Chapel;
their attention is called however,
to the fact that the doors will open
at 9:00 P. M., and close promptly
at 9:20.
The program as announced by
Prof. Honaas, Choirmaster, appears
as follows:
1. "Beautiful Savior" — Christiansen.
2. "Angles We Have Heard on
High" — 15'th Century French.
3. "Sing We Noel Once More" —
French.
4. "Sweet Little Jesus Boy" —
Negro Spiritual.
5. "Lullaby on Christmas Eve" —
Christiansen.
6. "The Three Kings" — Catalon7. "Little Jesu of Braga" — Portuguese.
8. "Cantique de Noel" — English.
9 "Hallelujah Chorus" — Handel.
10. "The Sevenfold Amen".
This program of choral music will
constitute this week's Rollins Radio
Hour. Don Cram will be the student announcer.

As is the annual custom,the
Christmas Carol Vespers will again
be held in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel; this year the service will
be Tuesday, December 17, 5:00 P. M.
have done in the past.
The following is the program for
the service:
1. ORGAN
Three Choral Preludes
Bach
"From Heaven to Earth I
Come"
"This Day, So Rich in Joy"
"In Dulci Jubilo"
2. Congregational Singing
"Hark the Herald Angels
Sing"
"The First Noel"
3. VIOLIN
"He Shall Feed His Flock"
Handel
(From "The Messiah")
Gretchen Cox
4. ORGAN
"Christmas Pastorale"
Scarmolin
"O Come, Emanuel"
Edmundson
5. VOCAL SOLO—Mabel Ritchie,
contralto
6. Congregational Singing
"O Little Town of
Bethlehem"
"Silent Night"
7. ORGAN
"In Dulci Jubilo" Pupre'
"Carillon" (from Christmas
Suite)
Edmundson

To the names of Pauline Betz,
top-ranking woman tennis player;
Pat Laursen, national women's
skeet champion and Alberta Little,
holder of the woman's golfing crown
in the State of Kentucky, all coeds
a t Rollins College, add another
prominent student sportswoman.
The college has an accomplished
equestrienne in Eleanor Wynn of
New York City. This Rollins freshman has quite a reputation in the
metropolitan area, for in Tupelo, an
eight year old hunter and Beer Barren, six year old jumper, Miss
Wynn can boast of two of the outstanding mounts in the east.
Eleanor created quite a stir on
the campus this year by bringing
Tupelo all the way down from her
home stables a t Secor Farms Hunt
Club, White Plains, N. Y., to the
Orlando Country Club stables. This
nineteen year old rider has been
entering riding shows for the past
five years, and has rung up some
startling successes in the face of

the finest competition in the east.
Both horses won two reds and two
blue at the Pegasus, N. J., horseshow recently, and with Eleanor up,
Tupelo took a first in a horsemanship side-saddle class and a second
in the hunter hack class.
Although both horses are handsome specimens, Beer Barren has
drawn the greatest laurels, for a
beautiful line etching of him adorns
the book, "The History and Romance of the Horse." Both horses
have heen shown in New York,
Westchester, Long Island, Orangeburg, and Huntington, L. I.
Miss Wynn and her two thoroughbreds are not strictly show
performers. They revel in the
hurly-burly of the hunt, riding at
the Fair field-Westchester meets.
Only last .year Eleanor won the
Corinthian Hunters at Westchester,
and she's anxious to show him at
the college intramural horseshow
at the Orlando Country Club this
spring.

A Gift Suggestion
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than
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THE FRATERNITIES
S. P. OMENS
One more fraternity meeting like
that one last Monday night, and
there's going to be fratricidal strife
in "Joe's Eat Joint." The Newmark
party, which seems to be in a minority at present, is putting up a
terrific struggle for the preservation of its somewhat dubious intentions. It will be interesting to
see what this week's conflab will
bring forth—especially since Majority Leader Shrewsbury is now
back on his feet.
This past week-end saw the exodus of two of our members to the
campus of the State University.
Manny Ehrlich and John Newmark
sponged off the T. E. P.'s and
Sigma Chi's at Florida—and came
hack with reports of a "typical"
Gainesville week-end.
Ed Lott has been busy the past
few nights collecting oil for the
lamps of Brooklyn. He was seen
wandering around Chase Hall about
4:00 o'clock the other morning
carrying a basket of oranges on
one shoulder and a chip on the
other.
We welcome with unmitigated
eagerness the invitation of Carl
Fowler to visit him during the
Christmas holidays. Already, days
of visitation have been awarded
two of our members—and they do
say "more will follow."
We close, wondering if Grimstad
ever got back from Eustis (or if
he ever got there, for that matter)
and with the more comforting
thought that in spite of high water
and Hades, we have at last succeeded in keeping Howard Walters
out of the column this week.

that Dudley is a darling. Pres doesn't seem bothered but his trouble
comes in deciding which woman
to take out, the lucky stiff. Bill
Royall is being bothered by nonLambda Chis and also lack of
funds, but whenever Eleanor doesn't have a date we see them together. Bill swears that by Easter
he can say that he has driven her
car, although some of us believe
that it won't be until graduation.
Pete "Genius Drive" Crawford stole
Reedy's girl a while back and the
fight that developed ended in both
of them losing her. Billy Wharton
(not the Florida A & M end) has
a little number stored away over
in Orlando, but if he ever brings
her over and she meets Kenny
Scudder or Gene Sturchio, he might
as well consider her as lost. Blank
Grundler and his silent partner,
Doyle, were seen talking to a female last month, Chappie spends
lots of time in the library and
everyone wonders why, because we
all know he cai 't read. Buddy
Bryson, after pledging Phi Mu,
can't decide whether that was such
a good idea or not, however^he has
concocted a new drink which is
called "Bryson's Love Potion", he
guarantees this mixture to kill all
aches and pains at all times.
X CLUB EXCERPTS
Well, well, well, here we all are
together once again and for the
last time until next year. It seems
funny to say so, but, it's true. But
i see what happened this week.
"Chauffer" Chick has been very
busy converting his room into a
Petty Arcade. Birdman MacBriar
has been learning telegraphy in
order to keep in closer touch with
his lovebird after 10:30 P . M.
(What next, Moppy, television?)
W. W. W.'s. Bombers for Britain,
Inc., seem bound for a blackout if
the little b—s don't buzz for longer
than thirty seconds in the air. Carry
don't know which type of body
prefers, domestic or foreign.
What will it be, Rolls, Fisher, or
Baker ? Oh, but what's in a name ?

LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
By Bob Matthews
Internal dissention has crawled
into our house and threatens to
bring many of our best members
to blows. The trouble conies from
one member going with another
member's girl or vice-versa. I t all
started when Bowes moved in on
Tolson, and threatened to break
up a glowing romance; Tolson paid
several thugs to break Bowes' leg.
Then Bud Albert got a girl (thats
right, isn't it Charlotte?), but
since he wasn't doing so well he
persuaded some of the fellows to
shove him down stairs so that he
might get hurt. Well he was ruined, but his girl went out with another Lambda Chi and forgot all
about Bud. Next Pledge Steinfelt
decided to move in and steal Natalie
from Combes; a fight really developed there and it ended up giving
the damsel to Knuetsen, however,
Knuetsen seems to be having a
little trouble now from Jumpin'
Jim Blalock. Ira Yopp said he had
Doris, but then in stepped Ee-dd
Aaa-cc-rr-ee. Sammy Pugh (another pledge) was getting mildly
serious with Terry, when in walked
Clyde, June, Joe, Phil, Pete, Ed,
etc. No one interfeares with Cram,
because they all fear his might;
however, Jeanie is getting tired of
people with long hair. Meathead
and Carnie don't worry about pests,
because both of their damsels seem
fairly true. The next time any of
you all see Eddie Weinberg, ask
him why he was praying Florida
would lose to Texas. Kasten and
Kelly both have free minds because
the wolfs of the campus have over- Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll
who are co-starred in Cecil B. Delooked them. Smokey still believes Mille's "North West Mounted
Police" opening Saturday at th«
Colony Theatre.

Coming To
Colony In
Technicolor

It would seem as though prohibition
days were back after a peek into
Myer's and Brankert's room. Floorshows are held nightly with "Teddy
Wilson" Pitman soloing on slushpumps and agony pipes. Cover
charge—a cast iron constitution.
Why is Paul looking so uncomfortable ? Perhaps it was the sauerkraut he had the other day. Has
Don Juan Whiston lost his license ?
If not, why does he engage our
house boy' Chappy to drive for him
n he goes calling in Orlando?
It seems that Emily's heart is on
same plane with George. What's
going on up there? Justice, Green,
and Low are all working hard. It's
relief to see some industry about
the club. But, we wonder whether
Hives, the after-ad of a Schick
or advertisement, seems to be
playing the proverbial hard-to-get?
Quedites-vows Mademoiselles? J a
hopes that he won't be included in
Bundles for Britain, come January.
Three-Bounce-Bill has been playing
Last Chord (cause)—on the
Hammond Organ. But poor old Eddy Amark seems to have let his
pledge run out and has been initiated into the Cloverleaf Club. Mail
may be forwarded there; postmaster please not. Dick wishes that he
could travel as much as some people
—this long-distance stuff is rather
wearing. Tad has taken a great
interest in science and art, and
three is not a crowd. And last but
not least, Janie May and bachelor
Eddy Aloo have taken up a new
hobby—trying to balance their budget by eliminating necessities so as
to afford insignificant immaterialities. So ends the X Club's Excerpts
for this year and we wish each other
and everyone else a "Merry Christas and a Happy New Year."
PHI DELT TID BITS
By Boob
Sorry that there was no column
last week, but our house was a
little bit dead. This week is a little
more encouraging. It has been
rumored that one of our members
.ho has never asked a girl to go
teady before is about to make the
great move. Your reporter suggests
that you keep a weather eye for
person. At last Henry has
settled down, at least according to
Henry, we are glad to see it, but
beware of the relatives. There is
a good second hand station wagon
Orlando, Henry. "Grumpy is getting to ge quite the lady killer. He

GUST'S
Repair Shop
"We Repair Anything"

Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park
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does not realize how lucky he is
to be near Warren, Ohio. Think how
far St. Louis and Aatlanta are. It
won't be long now, until that always thrilling train ride home.
Flossie is counting the days until
he sees Bunky and he also is getting stocked up for the trip. That
will be some train ride and all we
miss is Hadley and Lancaster. Remember, House ? Bud has been
quite down-hearted lately. Carl has
returned to Washington and we can
readily see why he is lonesome.
Myer is buying Lolly-Pops these
days. He is lost in a fog, poor boy,
he should be like his roommate,
who is going to lose his mind if he
doesn't get home soon. Bond is
back again and we are very glad
to see him, trust that he has made
up with Helen.
In closing may I say that each
and every member of this house is
sorry to have seen Johnnie, Lou,
Sam and Clyde play their last game
for Rollins. They have been wonderful athletes and good sportsmen.
We are all proud to be associated
with them, and may they have the
best of luck in the future.
SIGMA NUSETTES
As the fall term draws to a close,
the clicking of typewriters is more
often heard in comparison with the
nightly calm that usually prevails
at the good old Sigma Nu house.
However, thoughts of going home
for Christmas, greeting old friends,
and perhaps seeing a little snow
and ice, make the grind much easier.
We all were sure sorry to see
Budreau pull out on the 2:15 the
other night. I guess he really means
it this time. He has some idea of
going to Mexico. We miss that ray
of sunshine already—there's not
half as much spark in our bull sessions.
Two of our boys, brothers Farnsworth and Fribley, took a little
week-end trip to a girl's college in
South Carolina. Incidently they did
a little debating, and quite well,
I understand.
Why is it that girls always have
to keep people in suspense? It's
really a problem trying to figure
out whether Puss Ryan prefers the
suaveness of Joe Fribley or the
naiveness of John Putney. And when
is that Kappa girl going to make
up her mind in regard to Shorty
and Tex ? It's all very cute for the
three of them to pal around together, but that can't last forever.
Speaking of competition for a lady's

A ROLLINS
PENNANT
is a Choice Gift

THREE

THE SORORITIES
PI PHI NEWS
Sure and wfe're hating these
bells, beezers and wires on the
doors!—but then it's almost Christmas and we'll be free. Pretty soon
they'll be having an inter-dormitory
telephone system and they'll be
hearing things like this:
Miss Green—"Girls, how cute you
look!" ( ? )
Pat—"It was a swell party, but I
can't remember the guy's name."
Brock—"Nancy, I'm numb."
Grady—"But I was only half an
hour late!"
Hester—"I j u s t had an attack of
appendicitis—that's why I was
late."
Lolly—"Do you think it will do my
cold good?"
Nancy—"I think my floating rib is
anchored."
Betty—"After the Christmas holidays, I'll be knitting little
thinks."
Smokey—"I call him Darling, hut
with a little 'dV*
Hazel—"Four words and it cost
seventy-five cents."
Alice—"Sure had a swell time while
I was home, and I didn't wash my
face for two and one-half days."
Emile—"I don't know anything
cute." (Hi, George).
Bobbie—"I don't make eyes, honest
I don't."
As for Brown— we don't see much
of her any more—Jess think of it!—
KAPPA GLAMMA
By Matilda's Protegee
This week finds the Kappas jubilant. Christmas is coming. We won
another basketball game, and the
pledges are planning in no uncertain terms their coming party for
the actives. A few of us are even
buckling down to a suspicion of
hand, it seems there might well be
trouble brewing between two actives
over a certain songbird.
Now that Patty is alive and kicking again, Jack Campbell can't flit
about among the fair damsels anymore. It's a shame; he seemed to
enjoy it so, and I daresay the lassies did too. Johnny Putney ought
to have some better luck now that
he's sporting that flashy new convertible. Also Atlantic Beach and
Mt. Kisko will be come socially active again when our roaming boys,
Swan and Griffin go home for the
holiday.

Before You Leave to
Enjoy the Christmas
Holidays
Why not drop in and let us
give your car a complete
check-up? We will be happy to extend this courtesy
with our compliments.
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The truth must out. Now that
Murphy's car is fixed, Ginny's going with him again—after all it
a Packard—The newest edition to
our bachelor's club is Bob Pratt—
We suggest that Dick Dana try
newer fields—after all Cadillacs
better than Buicks—Happy Jack
Ruth's wolfing technique has improved greatly. His field has n a r
rowed down to an even dozen.
Well I guess that's all we've got
on our minds this week except for
the fact that we're still wondering
what the Lambda Chi's did with
our ladder.

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

O'Neal-Branch Co.

wit - - my
THOSE CHI O's
News from Gainsville:
Bebe and Margo think the
S. A. E.'s are tops. Toni took on
the Sigma Pi Epsilon's.
Gloria Goode tried to see just
how many fraternity houses she
could cover in one week-end, and
hear that the Brooks twins
kept AWFULLY late hours.
f course Jean Norris made her
weekly trek. She ought to call it
Gains Bill.
Thum-nail sketches and famous
quotations of some of the sisterhood:
Jane Cotton—"I want another
glass of water."
Dot—"Today's my birthday."
(Really is!).
Carolyn—(and we quote)—"All
I get when I come to your house is
im cheese."
Gloria Burke—(and we do NOT
quote!) —Give 'em hell, Gloria.
Preparedness:
Pattie, the crack shot, memorizing a recipe for squirrel pie, she
hasn't got the squirrel yet.
Just to prove that Hall and Watsie are smart girls—they have the
right idea. They were cutting a
play for a term paper in Shakespeare, and decided: "Let's just cut
out Juliet entirely and leave
Romeo"!
THETA TANTRUMS
By The Thetas
Due to conditions obvious at this
harrowing time to all who are in
any way connected with Rollins
College, we of Kappa Alpha Theta
have done nothing this past week,,
which would be of the slightest in
terest to Sandspur readers, with
the possible exception of a rapid
pursuit of academic studies, and
activity which may startle some of
our more serious-minded acquaintances. Ed. Note: Ain't dat de
trufe!

CHRISTMAS ITEMS

George Richter's
(Rollins Chemistry Student)

Orlando

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

. Eleanor left us Friday in a cloud
of white-walled tires for diversion,
at G'ville, and returned looking as
fresh as when she started! A few
would-be skeptics will be happy to
know that Polly too, is back from
the above-mentioned car and self,
intact. Jackie is winning friends
and influencing people right and
left with invitations to stay with
her if bound for points North next
week, and the sisters, Tilden have
far-away looks, so the ancient
adage about there being no place
like the place you live in, has it's
ounce of truth, and now, with a roar
of packing boxes, we'll ooze through
the debris and leave the Kappas to
wend their several ways. And fin-

GAMMA PHIS
By Nancy Sproull
Here we are again, Jean and Don
Frannie and Mac, Erika and Pres
pent a lovely Sunday afternoon a t
Coronado with Dr. Holt. Stevie
and Clayton took a jaunt to St. Pete
to visit grandmother. Of course, we
t write our column without
mentioning Susie's outstanding performance in "R. U. R." In fact we
don't see much of Sue lately for
Drama calls! ("Outward Bound.")
We feel pretty confident in keeping
scholarship cup with brainstroms Nancy Thurman and Marjorie Hanson in our midst. Perhaps
it has been overlooked u t the GamPhi's have the largest sorority
representation in the choir, thus we
looking forward with anticipation to the "campus sing". It has
been great sport this basketball
business . . . even though we
haven't won a game. Due to the
end of the terms drawing near, we
't provide much information or

CHRISTMAS

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

honest industry, because as every
well-informed pledge can tell you,
ahead of us looms the ominous
prospect of term grades and eventually, initiation.
Personalities are the keynote, so
as a start, Prexy Stout, when seen
between rehearsals was displaying
her hair-do. Betty B. is also rumored to be working like a little beaver
for the sake of her ott, while Janie
May, Bebe and Sandy took time out
this week-end, to attend a debut,
(pronounced day-bioo). Ethel and
Esso, (of the gas-house gang) stayed at Rollins with the rest of us
commoners, all of which goes to
prove that Life Can Be Beautiful,
right here. Jeanne D. and Betty
Mack of Grab-Table fame, are expending the proverbial brains to
figure out just why the ranks of
ex- waiters-of-the-Kappas-tables at
B eanery are growing with such
leaps, and bounds, and ugly rumor
has it that we aren't exactly Emily
Post's idea of dinner table etiquette,
(but, Ed. not. "We don't throw
rolls.).

39-43 E. Pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

FOR

Typewriter Headquarters

ally, in the words of one of our
better-known poets, Merry Christ-
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TO ALL STUDENTS

Christmas vacation begins a t
By Jack Liberman
12:45 p. m., Wednesday, DecemChristmas is once more upon us and the well known words, "Peace
ber 18, and closes a t 8:30 a. m.,
on Earth, Good Will towards Ken," comes to our minds.
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Advertising Commissioner .
minds, if our government, if our industries are only concerned with buildRITA COSTELLO ing a needless army and manufacturing armaments for England, we can
Circulation Manager
not have all the time nor freedom necessary for developing this plan for
Member
a unified world order. All our resources should be put forth to make
Associated Colle6iale Press
for peace and unity rather than for destruction and disunity in the
world.
Distributor of
o matter who "wins" this war, the world will be in a chaotic state
at the end and we are the only people who can possibly solve it. But
der to be the saviours of the world, we must retain our freedom
Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiat!
ind and not have it tainted by a one-sided desire to have Germany
ODD NAME CORNER.
destroyed. Britain is no longer a democracy and the more we regiment
After much prodding and reasHALE WELLMET IS A
lives and industry to aid Britain the less of a democracy we will be.
suring applause, Betty de Giers,
STUDENT AT T H E
America
must
keep
out
of
all
foreign
entanglements
either
in
sendDespite the lack of snow, ice and all the traditional Christvice-president of Student Council,
UNivERStrv OF MICHIGAN.
mas trimmings, Christmas does come to Florida and although ing men over or any form of aid, if we are to be the guiding light in
assumed her duties Monday night
as president in the absence of Dick
many of us won't be here to enjoy it, it's usually a pretty gay the new world order. We must maintain "Peace on Earth, Good Will
towards Men".
Rodda, who came in late from the
affair. They don't have sleigh bells here, so they use firefootball banquet. "Diggers" settled
crackers and no one to date has noticed the lack.
"all old business" in short order,
Yes, Christmas is a happy season for most of us everymainly because there was very
where and often in our happiness we forget that not everyone
little. Dorothy Hugli reported unBy Steven H. Bamberger
has the advantages we enjoy; that there's plenty of sickness,
usual success in her investigation
hunger, despair and little fun for a great number of people
of the purchase by Student Council
Ed. Note: Mr. Bamberger wrote were playing the old shell game of twelve bathing suits for the TarWell, you say, what of that ? After all, why should you be
{Continued from page 1)
a column under this title during among themselves.
expected to bear the cares of the world on YOUR shoulders ?
pon Club. She suggested to Miss
"Look out," said one of them Weber, who made the request, that
1934 and 1936 here at Rollins, and
We can't possibly take care of every mistreated human in the
debators meet in the Wool:
was kind enough to furnish this suddenly, "of the window and s
world today, so why trouble yourself worrying about them? speaking. He told how this was
the suits come under the classifiHouse. There they debate the sub- gratis.
you can recognize yon lone figure cation of equipment and that, thereAnd to quell the disquieting thoughts that have begun to run done. He stands before the stuject selected by a group of proSeeing Rollins through the eyes approaching on the gravel path.
through your mind you jump in your car and go to the movies. dent, and rather than explaining,
fore, the money should be taken out
fessors
of
the
Pi
Kappa
Delta
fraexecutes the movements, gestures
We looked. Coming towards i of the department funds.
of an alumnus is apt to be an excitBut j u s t a minute, please, before you run out on us . . . and expressions. With sensitive ternity, "Resolved, That the "\
ing experience. This is especially at a pace probably a little less brisk
don't go to the movies this time. Run down and buy a maga- fingers the student traces and fol- tern Hemisphere Should For:
Bob Matthews, who is still trytrue if the alumnus happens to b> than the one she used some 20 ing to find practice space for the
zine, if you must, but take the remainder and give it to the lows the actions. Seavey is expert Permanent Union." During
odd years ago, was a familar form.
Rollins Chapel Christmas Fund. We admit you can't do away at this, and afterwards duplicates year this subject is never changed a near-sighted alumnus with ;
band, announced that none of the
"Hello,
Miss
Jane
Russell,"
we
with all the misery in the world, but if each community, every- movements with professional exact- for its scope is large and its pur- touch of astigmatism to boot.
shrieked, playfully grabbing her churches would rent their rooms
Small wonder then that in our
where could do as much for the unfortunates in its vicinity as ness.
pose so great. Other colleges foi
by her hair and dragging her smack because of the possible disturbance
initial haste to visit the girls dorthis college fund does, there'd be a lot less suffering and more
for
the
the
up against the window grating, to the neighbors. Therefore, the
This tournament is only one of
mitories (an old alumnus custom)
happy hearts, come December 25th.
original motion that the Council
the many contests speech students sues of this debate are far-reach we fell over something new in the "are you still attending Rollins?"
pay thirty dollars for the use of
Perhaps you've already made your donation. If you have, participate in. Stetson's debate ing and important. Members of the
"Yes, I am", she replied briskly,
and it was the best you could make, we congratulate you. But came on November 14th. In it Debating Council asked to attend way of buildings since our time. An "and so are Bill Collins, Ralph Har- the Winter Park High School audiif you just gave a dime, or some sum equally insignificant in there were many colleges, among are Dr. France, Dr. Maser, Dr. edifice, according to Professor rington and Curry Brady. You'd torium for the winter term still
your scale of living . . . we are sorry for you. For you have them the University of Florida, Pierce, Mr. Mendall, and Mr. Ro- Hanna, dedicated to shells, and, I still be here too if you had to pass holds. However, it will be suggestimagine, to anything else the stued to Mr. Sturchio that the band,
lost an opportunity to taste of a great joy . . . the joy of Rollins debating teams entered this ney.
mental
Hygiene
Course
dents may leave behind them when that
give one or more concerts, in an efgiving.
Maurice Dreicer, a graduate of
contest.
they go home for Christmas vaca- they've sprung on us the last few fort to raise funds.
And if you are one of the painfully sizeable group who
years. If I remember correctly it
Each year Rollins sends dele- Rollins, now a New York radio tion.
Dick Rodda then joined the meetturned away or mumbled an excuse when you were approached gates to the National Pi Kappa commentator, is arranging for
was all you could do to pass your
ing and took over the chairmanship.
Since Christmas was then still Music Appreciation."
for your donation, we wish you a Merry Christmas, anyway, Delta Convention, where members national hookup debate between
and recommend a reading of Charles Dickens' "Christmas of that forensic fraternity and visi- Rollins and some prominent north- 15 shopping days away the museum
This cut us to the quick. Music Dick proposed a motion to the
an empty sort of appearance with Appreciation had always been a effect that, a t the beginning of
Carol," or perhaps, Lewis' "You Can't Take It Wtih You."
tors gather. Last year the con- ern college. Bates College has
People all too often talk of "starting the New Year off vention was held in Knoxville, already expressed the desire to be the exception of one small niche sore spot with us and to hear Miss next term, each fraternity and
where a little shell was idly humm- Russell dwell on it was more than sorority house purchase beanery
right!" How about ending the Old Year with a bang instead Tennessee. Rollins won first place the opponent.
tickets a t a possible 20% reduction
ing to itself.
We can think of no better way than by making your donation in extemporaneous speaking, and
we could bear.
These contests and debates pro
for guests. The purpose of the mo"And what is your name, little
to the Christmas Fund a REAL one!
"Where are you bound for now,
first in oratory. This year the con- vide for the student of speech the
tion is to avoid confusion and emshell?"
we
inquired,
expecting
some
Miss Russell?" we asked, relaxing
vention will meet a t Montevello, necessary contacts for the fullest
barassment in the Commons a t
fantastic retor like 'Shirley Temple' our grip on her throat.
Alabama, and students of Rollins development of himself and his
mealtime. These reduced tickets
or even 'Anna May Wong.'
"To the Beanery," she hissed,
will again participate.
pression. In them there is
will be redeemable a t the end of
"I am Christopher Honaas," the "and I dare you to come along."
Rich already in historical background and natural beauty,
On the campus Rollins entertains possibility of more than honors
the year, if not used. The motion
"Sorry", we murmured apologetthe newly acquired John F. Rollins Bird and Plant Sanctuary, the speakers of between twenty and and prizes. This year Dr. Pierce little shell answered tenderly, "and
was carried unanimously.
island tract of one hundred acres recently presented to the thirty colleges. Some of the col- expects to have on call, many skill- this is my little shell-mate, Arthur ically, "but we still have to be a
The whole council hit the doorway
bit careful. Doctor's orders you
college by Mrs. Millar Wilson, may soon prove to be one of leges that have been here are: ful speakers, who for practice will Enyart."
a t once when meeting adjourned.
know."
Rollins outstanding possessions. Plans are already underway Yale, Dartsmouth, Princton, New address Chambers of Commerce,
The idea of this quaint apse beNight was falling fast now and
to develop the departments of botany and horticulture here York University, University of Cin- different civic and social organ! ing used as a repository for Roland the Sanctuary tract on Fort George Island should even- cinnati.
zations, and the audiences of re lins faculty members had never the little Shellery was getting darktually prove a veritable treasure-trove of material for study Either Tuesday or Wednesday night sort hotels.
occurred to us tears came to our er and darker.
"Christopher Honaas," we whisfor the naturalist.
eyes. Our throat welled up as it
pered, "Are you still t h e r e ? "
had never welled up before.
Florida, blessed with a superabundance of flowers, plants,
"No, I'm here," he said, "and
trees and fungi, is fast becoming the stamping grounds of the
"But aren't there any little my advice to you is to get out of
nation's foremost scientists, and this new and unspoiled
she-shells around?" we gulped, town. Shell-mate Arthur is about
(Continued from Page 1)
jungle tract, located near Jacksonville, may prove to be one
frantically trying to conceal our to investigate your old Music Apof the college's greatest assets, for through the foresight of
distress.
preciation grades and you'll probMrs. Wilson, daughter of John F. Rollins, the uatural beauties Glory, the representative of Hu- intelligent and leader of the robots
And sure enough, there were ably be clipped for some post-graduof the tract have been preserved without flaw and only manity, Inc., (or something) was should have been better . . . best
exceedingly
good,
carrying
her
quite a few small she-shells around. ate work if you stay. God knows
thing
he
did
was
to
clench
his
machette-hewn trails through the lush undergrowth give evilines well with appropriate and hands and look mean. Your re- Miss Packham for one was busily you never could tell Mozart from
dence of man's intrusion.
firm gesticulation.
Insignificant viewer thinks he was miscast. He practicing her conditioned reflexes an Orlando bus."
In such a setting, and utilizing the log cabin and other im- was the fact that Miss Brown's fine
should have been Primus, the ro- in a corner. Dorothy Lockhart was
We got up to leave. This is no
provements installed by the generous donor, Rollins students voice seemed a little forced at times,
mantic robot. Primus however, also there bundling for Britain and place for an alumnus we thought.
may soon be minging with the great and near-great botanists, as compared with her adroitness
was weakly but satisfactorily a small group of unidentified con- After all, what Rollins needs now
biologists and horticulturists of the country and what is now on stage . . . a very clever and
enough carried off by David Mc- ches, presumably house-mothers, is an Aumnery!
a charming island retreat will provide valuable information dexterous actress, Miss Brown.
Creery. Sue Turner as Helena, a
to the fast-growing list of Florida scientific lore.
Phone 42
Very neatly finished and polish- robotess made after Helena Glory
Mrs. Millar, in addition to giving the college a definite ma- ed was Felicitas Lennig imperson- was pretty and effective in hei
terial bounty, has given generously of herself in donating ating Sulla, Domin's secretary. love scene and executed a small
Opp. Colony Theatre
this last portion of the famous Fort George Island, for it was Through a good part of the first role with extreme smoothness.
Columns of this sort usually she can help the "Swans" roost
her birthplace. However, rather than maintain it for her act, Miss Lennig moved not so
No doubt Mr. Buckwalter should
again, after Christmas "Holly".
own benefit, she has seen fit to bestow it on this much as a little finger and when she be congratulated for not holding start with a witty remark, but
college, which now possesses two of the finest sanctuaries of spoke it was as though the dead back on the love scenes. A great wish to begin ours on the serious
Sociology to Gordon Laughead to
this type. To Mrs. Millar, a vote of thanks and hearty appre- were vowing return to earth. Your many of us are tired of viewing a side. We all appreciated the c<
use more often when disclosing
bined efforts of those working
ciation. We'll be coming up some day to pick some orchids!
hidden techniques, as he so revealreviewer sincerely wishes that Peter great love scene during which there
the Freshman Dance, and a t this ed to certain of our freshmar girls,
Boulton as another robot could is a nauseating peck on the cheek
point we'd like to offer a specific last week. Why have you kept it
have carried on the note set by and a clammy handholding pose. In
example of the lack of consideraMiss Lennig.
this case it helped "R. U.R." down tion that reigns supreme through- such a secret, Gordy?
Of the three remaining scientists from the clouds.
Human Relations to Eugenie Van
out the Class of '44. One frosh girl
Mr. Alquist, as done by Gordon
Frederick Hall was stage mana- who worked harder and more con- de Water, to prove that ali life
By Charlotte Stout
Laughead, was the most prominent. ger, a n a s t y
unappreciated scientiously than any person on the isn't "Ghastly."
The epilogue done around Mr. Al-job. Jess Gregg let his imagination
We withdraw our forget-uF,-nots
dance committee, did not attend.
What are you going to do during Christmas vacation?
quist gave Laughead a chance to do great things with the costumes
Why? Because none of our glam- from Bob Whiston, who seeiVis to
do very well and then it was easy for Helena Glory, but the menfolk
Ed Alloo — "Catch up on my HOME work."
our boy's had the thoughtfulness be "partial" to Jeff Kennedy's
to see that in spite of the accent, just didn't rate. The murals fasCaroline Sandlin — "Wait for Santa Clause."
to invite her. Frankly, the fresh- past Ellaiance.
Gordon was doing a splendid job cinated the eye throughout and
Nancy Ragan — "Roll in the snow."
man girls are disgusted with their
Classes in the Winter /Park
as a very tired old man. Eddie were done under Bob Burns able
male classmates, and now— a little "House" School might be advanAlden Manchester — "Have a coming-out party."
Waite as Consul Busman, General direction.
D e a n Waddell and "coarse" study in human nature. tageous to Polly Ruston, unti^1. she
B. Little — "Never see daylight the whole time."
YoweU's new Christmas Gift
Business Manager of R. U. R., Thomas McCaughelty did the lightOur professors, after a careful grows up.
Center is the place to come when
Jackie Buckwalter — "I'm going to celebrate my sixteenth birthday. thundered on and off stage com- ing. Phyllis Baker was mistress
analysis of the student body, deOptometry to Bob McFooi or you're looking for just the
fortably and seemed to awaken a of properties (which were certainJanie May Stokely — "Keep my budget book out of the red."
cided to offer classes to the follow- should we say McFool, for his Jlack
"rigit"
gift. Here you'll find
little
life
in
the
seemingly
dead
ly conveniently placed on the table ing:
Betty Lanza — "Get out of this fire trap and marry off my sister.
of observation in sighting Kfay's dozms of original, practical and
spirits of the other two. However, behind the couch) from pins to
Nin Bond — "Stay sober."
Child Psychology to Ragan, to RUTHless ways'.
beautiful gifts — all collected
Consul Busman looked too much binoculars. Doris Cohen was coslike Eddie Waite to us. Jack Buck- tume mistress and she must hare aid in her understanding of
Mamie Osborn — "Roller skate for four days straight."
Is "Fergy" the victor, or is'» he in one place for your conveniwaiter did the role of Dr. Gall and had a time pinning in the femine "Minor".
appaul'd by Phil Baker's AFFLKC- e n s ! Prices range from 29c to
Ted Pitman — "Wait to come back."
$1>.
carried
it
off
like
the
father
of
the
shuns?
apparel.
Physical
Education
to
Dave
McEmily Gautier — "Sleep ! ! ! ! ! ! ! "
brood, well known trouper that he
Choice of play was terrible for Creery in order to remind him that
Marriage Seminar to Don Crfam,
Eleanor Wynne—"Have a Hell of a good time painting the town red.
such talent, but Jack Buckwalter he still can walk. No wonder Dave so he'll "turn'er" into a good w"ife.
Y-D—Fashion Floor
Dick Rodda—"I'm going to do just as little as I can get away with.'
Nana, Helena Glory's illiterate deserves credit for taking such a smokes Tarrytons — recall the
Entomology, to Dougie Bills,! so
housemaid, played by Virginia preposterous play and making it Camel" motto.
Eddie Weinberg — "Less, if I can help it."
that he'll learn to care for otfier
Meyer
was
spiteful
and
witchlike,
appear plausible — and in the
Pres Wetherell — "I'll help them both out."
Botany and Music to Twachtman
/
malignant and nastily good. Her world we have at present it might n hopes she will recapture her lost insects, besides BEDbugs.
Jack Hoar — "Go into the army."
We could offer TENNIS to Kick
accent remained in character with be well to be aware of Rossum's interest in "Reeds."
ORLANDO
Bobbie Betz — "Go home to California."
Rodda, but we place betz that the
Nana. Phil Reed as Radius, most Universal Robots
Ornithology to Marnie, so that knows enough already.
)
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Along The Sidelines
\1I-Sandspur Bowl Football Team for 1940

Chick Again Grabs
Intramural Net
Crown For X Club

SANDSPUR

FIVE

Thetas, Independents and
Kappas Win Cage Contests

COEDS in
SPORTS

Kappas Stand in Way of Theta
To. of Points
Fraternity
Competition in golf.tennis, and
Drive to Meet Independents
10
INDEPENDENT
other sports has been less intenFor Coed Championship
15
PHI DELTA THETA
S i n g l e s W i n n e r T h e n P a i r s sive but active enough for anyone
15
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
who is interested in intramural
W i t h Cist to Sweep
13
X CLUB
developments. Ten girls are shootDoubles Title
The three-game session of the
15
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ing for the state telegraphic archgirls basketball tournament last
15
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ery meet, held during the current
Thursday evening showed improved
The King still reigns.
11
PHI DELTA THETA
week. Results of individual Colum.
play by all teams. Both the Theta
Last week, Bill Chick, represent- bia Rounds are tabulated in order
SECOND TEAM
Showing the power that had won and Independent teams decisively
ing the X Club, one again defeated of score and the four hight comwhipped their opponents to remain
SIGMA NU
SWAN
6
them
nineteen
straight
games,
the
Bill Royall, Lambda Chi, 6-2, 6-4, pose the Rollins number one teanx
X CLUB
McBRIAR
6
last two seasons, the Lambda Chi undefeated in the race for the
to retain his tennis championship. the four next, the number two team.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WETHERELL
6
touch football team made it twenty championship. The former still have
Chick's most difficult match Team scores are all sent to Stetson,
SIGMA NU
CAMPBELL
6
in
a row by defeating a fighting the Kappas to clear before meeting
came in the semi-finals when Frank where they are ranked and rankings
KAPPA ALPHA
X Club team 26-12. By virtue of the Independents tomorrow night
SIDDALL
10
Grynkraut, Phi Delt and Chick sent to all competing schools.
X CLUB
the
win, the victors are still the in the final game of the season.
RODDA
9
fellow townsman, held the champ
Entrance is wide open so that
The Theta-Gamma Phi opener
champions.
X CLUB
ESTES
6
6-4, 9-7 triumph. Royall enter- anyone who has not shot and would
Thursday was marked by stubborn
INORABLE MENTION: Kasten, Cram, Minor, House, Albert, Bowes, ed the final round by virtue of
The Lambda Chis got off to an defensive play by both particilike to, may if they act before the
easy 6-0, 6-2 win over Jack Bu- end of the week.
early lead in the first quarter, scor- pants. In spite of consistent oppodreau, Sigma Nu.
ing on the third play of the game as sition the Thetas had no trouble to
The 1940 All-Sandspur Bowl team has been selected. You may not
A round robin golf tournament
Kelly threw one to Weinberg for 30 run up a score of 26 without Lanza,
Chick by his victory for the sec- is in progress at Dubsdread. As it
ree with the selections — we didn't either. They were fairly chosen
yards and Riley scooted the rest of one of their regular forwards.
started so late and weather caused
t year in a row has shown h:
[
a point system, however, and by the three men best qualified: Doc
the way for a score. Weinberg Cohrs, Saunders, and Woodward
ams, your intramural director; Smiley Wellman and Johnnie Green, self to be varsity material and interference, it will have to be
drop-kicked the extra point- Once played the guard positions admir\\a n e referees. Each player was given five points for appearing on the should be of great assistance to carried over into the winter term. Mel Clanton, 200 pound Tar tackle,
again the champs got the ball with- ably as they held the Gamma Phi's
J
U} tt team and three points for having his name on the second team. his fraternity brothers, Alloo and Girls taking part are Betty Macke- who received honorable mention on
in the Club's ten, only to have a
e points were then compiled and the one receiving the largest total Amark, in forming the strongest mer, Betty de Giers, Nancy Locke, the recently-chosen A.P. Little All- series of passes incomplete. The scoreless during the first and last
quarters, and permitted but three
tennis team in Rollins' history and Pat Guillow, Phil Herman, B. Little, American Team.
*eag. ' a certain position got it.
break of the game came when it ap- field goals during the entire game.
of the strongest in the country Frances Montgomery, Joyce Markn,
* * * * *
peared to be fourth down and sixcus, Emily Akerman, Smoky, Sholtici] We shall now endeavor to point out to you why these men were today.
The Pi Phis started out to upteen, the previous play was nulliley, Charlotte Stout, Peg McLean, Gamma Phis
igdt osen. First comes the Independents only All-Star, Dick Wesson. Dick
Continue
Not content with his singles
fied by a penalty for illegal use of set the Independents by fast playDiet l s chosen at end because he is a fast charging, aggressive defensive tory, Chick teamed up with Tad Jean Turner, Nancy Sproull, June
ing
to lead 7-5 at quarter-time.
hands
by
the
Club
and
it
was
only
Unbeaten Coed Crew
Reinhold, and Kay Woodward.
the •*» w n o n a s displayed no mean ability at catching passes.
Cist to score a 6-3, 6-2 victory over
third down and one yard to go for Their pep slipped a bit in the secHonors go to Esther Peirce who
the Lambda Chis. The Kelly boys ond period as the opposition stifRoyall and Carrow Tolson.
M
* * * * *
The Gamma Phi Beta crew con- then went on to score, Weinberg fened to push ahead 19-13 a t the
The winning team gained the won the putting tournament last
•der ®n * n e other end we have perhaps the best flankman to appear in
tinued as the only unbeaten boat going over from the seven. Once half.
fen! e bowl in many a year. Carrow Tolson is a second Lingerfelt as
finals by defeating the Independ- Wednesday.
Third ojuarter action was louj,
pass catching is concerned. His sensational catches have saved the ent team of Burns and MacCaughthe lake when they rowed the again he kicked the extra point.
cated in Independent territory as
ti fl . iy for his team more than once this year. He is also unsurpassed
course in two minutes flat last Frielty, while Royall and Tolson deThe champs went on to tally at
defensive man, seldom being sucked, and time again throwing the feated the X Club's other team of
day afternoon, against the Chi the beginning of the second quar- they ran their tally to 27, while
!nei j
[ ar iposing team who dares to try and pass in his zone for losses.
Omegas. The time was the best ter, when Tolson, who must have their guards prevented any Pi Phi
Dick Rodda and Bob Whiston.
goals. The fourth period was almost
(Continued from Page 1)
turned in during the season and had glue on his hands, caught
With the weather as it is and
-liss
* * * * *
they were never extended as the number of Kelly's passes to move a repetition of the third as the Iny
The center post is held by Nin Bond, the most aggressive snap-backer the number of courts we have,
.jf- . th« league but he received the unanimous vote because he was vicious tennis should be one of the most World," and unlike some lecturers Chi O No. 3 had slight trouble the ball down the field. Then Kelly dependents continued to drop in
,
, his chargs, yet was very seldom fooled. His passes were always participated in sports on campus.
have heard, there was a decided that disconcerted the crew during tossed one into the waiting arms the buckets to make the final tabulation in their favor 39-15. Hogan
, jcurate and he was one of the minstays of his team.
Not only that but with Gordon link between his title and his words. the start, so much that the crew of Cram to make the score 20-0.
and McCaslin carried the onslaught
Apgar and Doc Adams, besides our Tracing briefly the appalling did little more than bring the boat
The ball went back and forth for the winners. Spurlock accounted
At quarterback we have the X Club's able field general Jack Myers student player-coaches, there is a
lges on this globe since the days back in.
from then on until the Club got into for most of the Pi Phi total as the
\l[ ho not only leads his team in an inspiring way but is also one of the great opportunity for those who of Leif Ericson, Mr. Wells pointed
scoring position, mainly by a twen opposition concentrated on Sturgis.
,, est passers and kickers in the league.
wish to learn or improve their game out that today's advancements in The In dependent race against the ty-five yard pass from Myers to
The evenly matched Chi O-Kappa
to do so. We look forward with
tr machines and modes of travel Alpha Phis was the most exciting Whiston. Finally, with about ten
At the tail back and key position on the team we have the Lambda great expectations to Rollins's tend communication have made the and closely fought of the fall. The seconds to the quarter and half, teams played the most interesting
ce
!hi's brilliant triple-threat man, Dick Kelly, whose accurate passing for nis future.
e-old concept of two hemispheres Independents took a length jump Rodda tossed a bullet pass to Myers game of the evening. The Chi O's,
* ae past two years has enabled the Lambda Chi's to always come out
obsolete, and we must think of the at the start. The lightweight Alpha in the end zone. The ball bounced led by Burke, held a two point edge'
lei
at the close of the first quarter.
; n top. His amazing ability to analyze his opponents' play have been
future in terms of world states, dis- Phi boat rowing a high stroke off Myers' chest into the air,
The Kappas retaliated to a 16-14
5 he keynote to his team's impregnable defense.
card nationalism if man is to exist. gained slowly until their bow drew then into the arms of Myers c
lead at the half by a clever short
ih
* * * * *
We have two alternatives, he con- up even with 2, in the other boat. again, who however, was flat
pass, sideline, block out play their
till
tinued. We may, through coopera- When about twelve strokes form his back by this time, but the sc
;f.
The other Lambda Chi in the backfield is none other than pint-sized
counted and it was now 20-6. The opponents were unable to breakup.
tion, have the fullest life yet known
Mdie Weinberg, the most sensational scat runner ever to set foot in Lambda Chi's Seen As Repeat- to man, or we may be wiped out the line the Independents raised third period saw no scoring, but the The Chi Omegas recovered advan1(j
their stroke for sprint and pulled ball was mostly in Lambda Chi tage in third quarter, though little
£ _e Sandspur Bowl. Eddie holds both the ground-gaining crown and the
Victors
a mutually destructive Armaged- ahead to slip over the line in two
scoring took place, as the defenses
coring crown for this season. He is the most feared back in the league.
don. We must work, he asserted, minutes and three second from the hands. Again by virtue of Tolson's kept the ball constantly going back
grabbing feats, the ball was moved
it* * * * *
for peace . . . peace and the end of strat.
By Ted Pitman
and forth over the center line.
ip.
Johnnie Fleeger of the Phi Delts holds down the final backfield berth.
up
the
field
into
scoring
positi
On Friday the athletic scene will xploitation and waste. He quoted
he ohnnie is another triple threater as wei! as being the hardest running
where Kelly threw one high into the Then the Stokley-Mackemer comGifford Pinchot and Theodore Rooof iack on this team. He is a consistent ground-gainer and a dependable shift from the Sandspur Bowl to
end zone, with Kasten coming down bination started scoring once more
and
other
dream
leagues
of
repre
in the last period and switched the
the lake front where the Rollins sevelt as early advocates of the sentative groups. We must have ar with it safely in his arms.
id tnd stabilizing force in the backfield on defense.
favor again to Kappas to the tune
ry
* * * * *
athletes will participate in one of ideals of conservation and affirmed International Board of Air Control
their contention that man cannot
The X Club came right back when of 30-19.
in
And so the 1940 addition to the Sandspur Bowl greats passes into the strangest of all track meets— forever continue to squander the and it must be done, not later, but
Whiston almost took Cram's kicko- listory. Thank you Doc, Johnny and Smiley for your choice; it was a there won't be any track!
NOW, he said. Asserting that this off back for a touchdown, being
materials of the earth,
The meet to be held in the newly
a- 'ery difficult job well done.
ow are we to achieve the dream was not a dream but a crying need tagged on the Lambda Chi's
acquired pits on the lake shore will
that
could
be
worked
out
perfectly,
be confined to the field events min- of the full, peaceful life? asked Mr, he called upon America to take the After three futile plays, My
(Continued from Page 1)
us the hammer and javalin. In other Wells. First, he contended, we must lead in fashioning the new Board tossed a beautiful pass down in 1
; coffin corner, just over the g>
words muscle will be strained over have time . . . time to plan, to
for here we have the only untarn- line where Whiston took it to end
the high jump, pole vault, shot put, cuss, to remodel. He damned Soviet ished mental crucible in the world
the scoring of the game at 26-12. influence of McDowall among his
Russia
with
faint
praise,
patting
and broad jump.
players and lauding the helmsman
her economic methods and aims on today; the last great stronghold of The boys were really in there fightAs for the dope on this co call- the back but condoning ber lack of free speech^ and individual expres- ing and the champs should be given for his inspirational leadership.
ed meet, there isn't any except efficiency and incompleteness of
a great hand for the great team
At last the Beal-Maltbie build- shells. Many of these shells are that the Lambda Chi's should reBefore the dinner McDowall
that they have, and our hats are off
And what, asked Mr. Wells,
lg is nearing completion — but weirdly shaped and many are so peat their last years victory and change in her new pattern,
this idea of an Air Control Board to the losers for the fight they put stated to your sports editor that all
on't ask just when it will be delicate in constitution that it is Tiny Philips should heave the 16 must all, he continued, consider is not adopted? What can we expect up. Kelly, Weinberg, and Tolson this talk of offers for other coachpened. No one knows. This new hard to see how they escape break- pound weight well beyond his near- ourselves revolutionaries in that
in the future? It is true, he agreed, for the victors; Myers, Rodda and ing jobs were just so much bull as
amingo-pink structure is to house age. The colors are often extreme- est competitor. We expect to see must work for a fundamental that modern cities like London and Whiston for the vanquished deserve far as he is concerned. "When a
ie famous shell collection of Dr. ly brilliant and exotic, and the var- him come close to touching the 50 change in the order of the world New York can stand today's bomb special mention for their work.
man has found a place where he is
. H. Beal and was given by his iations possible within the range foot mark for a record Rollins today. He called himself "a <
very happy," Jack stated, "he isn't
ing attacks, but what of the future^
Red" and chided the Russians for
In semi-darkness, the Phi Delts very often fool enough to leave it.
:iend, B. H. Maltbie. Rollins is of the materials available from sea heave.
What might not ten thousand pound
their failure to uproot the OGPU
defeated the Sigma Nus 14-0, i Rollins has grown on me, I like the
ery fortunate in having this world- water are overwhelming.
bombs,
filled
with
new
and
deadly
As for the rest of the events, the and other holdovers from the old,
the second game of the afternoon. place more and more each year and
imous collection, as it will draw
All these variations must be clasexplosives do? War materials and
winners or probable winners are autocratic Russia.
I like to work with the boys t h a t
jientists and amateur collectors sified according to genus and spemethods of destruction constantly
unknown but the Lambda Chi's with
Since 1908 the threat of the air- improve and it is conceivable that
come here. You can say that I am
rom the entire state to our campus, cies that science may study them,
their mighty resevoir of athletes plane to man's existence had been
their status quo, but he gave them not interested in any other job
r. Beal was an amateur collector and the thousands and thousands so
in ten years man may have realisto draw from should prove far to plain to him, said Mr. Wells and he
a little more than they had bargain other than the one I have right
nd his rare and precious shells classified are the result of the zeal
tically shapped the instrument of
strong and well-balanced a team had warned repeatedly that total
>me from all parts of the world.
of collectors such as Dr. Beal. A
his demise. No, he demurred, w. ed for. Today's chief struggle, hi here!"
for any of their opponents.
and unbridled air murder would h cannot sit back and watch thing: claimed, was that of creative in
A collection of this sort will have collection of the sort we are priviSo all you Tar fans that have
the beginning of the end of civili- happen. America has a great re telligence against the stultifying been made fearful by the prattle
sdue for all who enjoy symmetry leged to
valuable because
zation as we know it. That end
sponsibility; she should not enter and conservative Tories, who sold appearing in the papers about Jack
E form, beautiful colors and inter- here is a wide representation of
now in sight, he predicted.
the war, she should stay as unemo- out France, Spain, and Czechoslo- leaving us can take heart.
r i n g structure. Though many of ocean life all over the world, and
vakia, and are killing China.
Here, in the discussion of the tional and objective as possibe.
3 have not been aware of it, the here are many type specimens
In the end, however, Mr. Wells
(Continued from page 1)
threat of these new forces of deDttom of our ocean is teeming which are the originals of classifiAnd yet, observed the speaker, returned to his proposed plan of
struction, Mr. Wells found his cen•ith invertebrate life whose out- cation used by scientists in their
the vested interests, the world-wide air control, and his final (and we
tral
theme
of
the
evening;
perhaps
ide skeletons we call "shells", search on this subject.
sprinkled with broken mirrors and the idea that is most absorbing to Tories, have set themselves rigidly fear prophetic) words were: "Either
hese shells are extremely varied
Church St.
black cats, plus a few witch's his ever-active mind at this time. against change. They contend that this control must be worked out,
l character. They are secreted by
clavicles. Asked about their plans Man, he says, continues to think the Red Revolution is inconsistent
lan shall cease to exist."
Day Phone 75
ie particular animal from minerfor decorations, the committee led complacently that "everything will
th American and British ideals.
Night Phone 319W
Is found in the sea water. Calus silently into the cellar, and
(Continued from Page 1)
work out." So did the man who had It is not, said Mr. Wells, (ignoring
ium and silica are the principal
there, behind a case of Mumm's,
been infrequently ill . . . on his the warning eye-brow twitchings
laterials used for shell manufacshowed us a ten-foot pile of mistlethe audience) and the Tory conUsually on the trip home we're toe. There will, however, be danc- death bed. We must adapt ourselves cept that the Red Revolution was
are, and tiny amounts of other
— Rollins Alumnus
linerals cause variation in color, aglow with anticipation until we ing, too. The public is NOT invited! to these new conditions, asserted
overthrow of everything norMr. Wells, and adaptation will be
'or some reason, unknown to scien- hit North Carolina and the chill
mal, is false.
hard;
opposed
by
the
forces
of
dewinds
and
then
we
begin
to
wonists.each genus and species secretes
Real Estate Broker
Warming to the topic of Toryism,
University of Utah is gaining struction. First we must have a
hese minerals in different propor- der if leaving Florida was such a
Park Ave.
international recognition with pub- breathing spell from the terrible he said that Hitler had been hired Tel. 400
ions and shapes them in different, good idea after all. Our conviction
by the German Tories, to preserve
lication
by
the
Oxford
University
ordeal by fire now confronting us,
idividual forms send sizes. The that it wasn't, grows as we head
For Underwood Portables
press of "Shakespeare's Docu- he continued, then we can devise
ormation of teeth and fingernails north and the thermometer heads
CALL
ments," two huge volumes consist- some means of controlling the air,
PHILCO RADIOS
For Good Photo Finishing
y human beings is accomplished by south. But still the homing instinct
ing
of
296
documents.
prevails. Besides, there's always
a fundamental necessity if manGo to Studio of
similar process.)
Work of compiling and editing kind is to survive.
long red flannels and hot toddies!
One of ihe characteristics' for
the documents was done by Prof.
Denying the power of treaties to
15 S. Main St.
Orlando
'hich man is noted is curiosity
PHOTOGRAPHER
There comes a moment in every B. Roland Lewis of the university's accomplish this end, Mr. Wells
Phone 6158
bout unknown quantities. One of
English department and Shakes- poked out at the League of Nations 136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park
young
man's
life
when
his
roselese unknown quantities is the
peare
laboratory.
ature of life under the sea. Today colored glasses are smashed. He
Pre-publication carbon copies of
dentists are able to plunge many suddenly turns from a youth to a the original volumes were sent
athoms below the sea as Beebe has man; no disillusionment can be so upon request to the British musgreat
as
the
first
one.
A
few
days
one in his famed bathysphere. But
eum and the Folger Shakespeare
o far, no one has been able to ex- ago we reveled in optimism; today library in Washington, D. C, largQUALITY FOODS
plore great depths, and what we we are lost in despair, and are well est and most complete library of
on
the
way
to
becoming
a
cynic.
We
.now of these depths we learn only
its kind in the world.
Launderers • Drycleaners
rom the study of the fish that hap- had always looked up to Jack Bucklen to stray into shallower seas, waiter as an emancipated femo202 E. PARK AVE.
tnd from the skeletons and shells phobe something we have never
ROLLINS
PRESS
STORE
if invertebrates that are washed up been ourselves. And now comes the
>y the tides. Shellfish have been shattering rumor that he is engag- Stars to Windward by Fahnstock
Christmas
Cards
Work Called for and Delivered
ind still are the predominate form ed, to some one who isn't even a From the Infirmary one book—
Gift Stationery
>f life in the sea, so to know and Rollins student. Our heart is heavy, — please return to Lou Faile
inderstand this life, scientists have and we feel suddenly old. Dammit,
icoured the oceans of the world for we are old!
Player
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Lambda Chi's Win
26-12 Over Tough
Club Aggregation

Wells Gains
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• McDowall, Waite

Sew Shell Building Almost
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SIX

Stay Out of War, Says Holt,
Speaking in Chapel Sunday

SANDSPUR

Late Marie Dressier Performs Posthumous
Larceny, Right Under Greta Garbo's Nose!

Outward Bound

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11,

THIS IS GHASTLY

(Continued from Page 1)
It has been ten years since the dispell an old story, it was after
slogan
"Garbo
Talks"
introduced
character
player, but whom direc
playing opposite Mr. Bickford
Europe is finished, said Director at least
future, is finished.
Eugene O'Neill's "Annie Christie' Matt that Miss Garbo uttered "Ay tors never tire of casting as one.
of Admissinos George Holt, speak- he contended.
to
the
impatient
world.
And
how
He
says
he
has been a louse so
tank
ay
go
home."
Sorry!
ing Sunday in the College Chapel.
I say that even a British many thing have been lost and
Lost is the ability to bring up long that he would give most anyEurope, the cradle of most great and a British peace will be
All the pesudo-intellectuals and in some cases sophisticates, suth
modern civilizations, does not thing compared to what the world found during that short ten year any subject on the screen which Mr. thing to get a chance to play a as Don Cram trying to match with with H. G. Wells — Show-off,
Will Hayes, that paragon of vir- mouse—just once. He will appear McArthur and France — Peter Boulton starting so soon and SOOOA
breathe any longer. The first World
ght have had thirty years ago ; stretch
Lost, thank God, are some of tue, feels is a bit strong or liable as Mr. Lingley, loud-voiced and badly too. Janet Jones exuding her fifty cent words for a nickel
War doomed Europe as a center of he continued. But at any rate there
civilization, he continued; the war is some medicum of hope that love Miss Garbo's posturing gesture; to cause a person to think. There dictorial-minded business man.
Jean Turner trying not to steal Cram's thunder, (the woman's pla*
Sue Turner, one of two fresh- is in the home). Know-it-all Carl Fowler — . You're definitely
unloosed social, political, economic of liberty is so engrained in the hangovers from the silent school of was no foolish dilly dallyiing about
and moral forces inimical with British character that a peacje acting. Now she has found a more Anna's past. It was told frankly men in the show, is a player of wrong, Rodda, you belong in the pew, not the pulpit — please find
subtle
manner
of
conveying
inner
and
dramatically,
and
we
seriously
wide experience. She has worked Your pew. Marj McQueen doesn't look dogmatic, but try that pseudo.
civilization.
which at least tries to set men free
European civilization before 1914
tead of a peace which enslaves turmoil than hiding her forehead doubt if it will influence any Rol- with the Beachwood Players of intellect. Joanne Oakes has B. 0 . of the brain and Jack Buckwaltei
was not the finest civilization the
n, will come if England wins with her wrist, or pummeling her line co-ed to trudge down the Prim- Scarborough, N. Y., the Tarrytown has halitosis of the mind — two worst OFFENDERS! Betty Scott
world has ever known; but Europe this war. Therefore, we must do none too interesting bust line. Lost rose Path. How long too has it Players, and in summer theatre certainly lets you know she knows it — Peggy Hudgins doesn't even
before 1914, was a far different what we can to help England win, is some of the vigor with which she been since religion has been men- at Rockwood Hall in Tarrytown, pseudo. Eleanor Wynn and Bucky Royall, pseudo-sophisticatei
tor Ann's character from a cari- tioned by specific name on the N. Y., besides appearing in num- greased eyelids, (you too, Sproull, and blue coverings on car seats)
place than it is today, the speak* Mr. Holt said.
school productions. In "Out- Jinny Morgan and her too, too brilliant mind — Grynkraut pseudo!
said. Had the rulers of Europe at
All those who continue to live catured cliche. Found is a new screen ?
can not agree with the pro- ward Bound", she will play Ann, sophisticates all over the place — the opposite of Whiston's, which ii
that time foreseen the consequences in free countries must lend their humanness Which should go to
gram that the morality of Anns one of the "half-ways.
resulting from their folly, one won- every effort to the establishment of make new friends for her.
just plain corn — Oh, to be in the same class, Ho-Hum!
Anna Christie proved a fortunate Christie is outdated. "One no longders whether they would have gone a decent order, at least for part of
Carrow Tolson will be another
believes . . . in all the reactions familiar face to Rollins audiences.
to war?
the world, that part which can be part for Miss Garbo. Another such
Nations are like individuals. If salvaged. We must submerge the role would help her. She has too or motives of old Chris
He has played in "Wappin -Wharf",
Gladys Evoy, Bill Millner — and Louis Mills. Janet Jones, Eddie
they are too lucky they become soft, idea of nationalism and replace it long been identified with historical Matt," says Miss Barry. And yet "Bury the Dead", "The Fool", and
Alloo — and Ted Pitman. Jenelle W., Joe Wilson — and Chick. Joe
smug, corrupt—their standards re- with a plan for federal world union European roles that take her too we feel that it is such rough
was Miss Stout's lover in "Sun-up",
lax. If they are too unlucky they But a League of Nations is not completely from the American Idi hard living characters as Chris and which affection incidentally—will Fribley, Puss Ryan, and — John Putney. Jess Gregg, Barbara Brown,
become bitter, hard, and cruel. In enough, the speaker claimed. The om. This reviewer found it de Matt who would believe anyone not be revived in the present pro- — and Jess Gregg. Aldine Baker, Bob Davis — and Corky. Erika
either case, they lose the true mean- Articles of Confederation were not lightful and original hearing her they loved pure and "a good girl." duction. He will play the young Heyder, Pres Wetherell — and Grace Gehron. Jinny Morgan, Don
Murphy — and all men and women. Smokey Sholley, Mel Clanton, —
ing of life. The French became enough in the early history of this sound more like a human and less The immoral are often dragons of Rev. Mr. Duke.
Dudley Darling. Margot Lundgren, Bob Whiston — AND Ella I
soft and corrupt; the British be- country. We must have a federal like a drama major's valedictory, morality in regard to their chilFolke Sellman is the other Fresh- Parshall. Johnny Giantonio, Nancy Sproull, — and Dick Rodda:
came self-satisfied and smug, the
of the world. Mr. Wells out Yet we must confess we have such dren or wives. And we defy anyone
man
in
the
cast.
Before
his
present
(Quadrangle, Betz!) Doug Bills, Norine F a r r — and Bud Bryson.
faith
in
Miss
Garbo
as
an
actress
to learn that their loved one had inGermans have become hard and lined for us, a few days ago, i
role of Scrubby in "Outward Paul Meredith, Phyllis Baker and Bob Ferguson. Charlie Parschall
cruel. Of such stuff was Europe
ithod of making a start in this that she could recite the alphabet habited a home for falling ladies
Bound", he played in "The Valiant" Ann Patteeand John Holeman (still with side-burns), (evidently a word
and
make
it
moving.
and
react
with
nothing
stronger
made at the beginning of the pres- direction.
"Bachelor's Baby", and "The House to the wise is not sufficient). Esso, Enquist, — and the Buick. Jack
Lost, to the mistfortune of the than lighting a Murad.
ent war, he pointed out.
In conclusion, Mr. Holt stated
Across the Way."
Hoar, Jack Hoar, and Jack Hoar! Pat Laursen, Al Roosevelt and
If England wins, what then ? Eng- that greater help to England cinema, is the late, great Marie
"Anna Christie" was a vehicle, a
Outward Bound" is a play full LaConga — . Connie Carey, Jack Compbell, — and P a t Pritchard.
land was the cradle of democracy in does not mean that America must Dressier. That she stole the pic- slow one and a strong one. It
the modern world. If England enter this war, regardless of the ture right from underneath Miss stayed within the script of Eugene of humor, imagination, suspense, THIS COLUMN! DICK KELLY, and PUBLICATION UNION!
wins, hopes for a decent peace will provocation. America must stay Garbo's classic nose (Ed. Note: We O'Neill perfectly, and we salute and illusive qualities. It is a story
be enhanced. Yes, but England is out, concluded Mr. Holt, saying, let disagree on that classic business!) them for that. It made us appre- of the live-after-death and the
a catacomb. Can men and women, us keep our minds free this time so is hard to deny. But then a little ciate the progress of present day judgment that comes to all. This
to the X Club if liquor went up — if the Lambda Chi's lost touch
emerging from months of under- that we can take the lead in mak- clever mugging and a few good pictures and realize how musical strange and ill-assorted group of football — if Shirley Herman came back — if the Casparis' came
lines can nearly always take a pic- scores can heighten any story. At people set out on a voyage; gradu- back — if Je Kennedy came back — if Jane Russell didn't come back—
ground life, and still blinking with ing the world safe for humanity.
ally
they
come
to
realize
that
they
ture
away
from
a
straight
lead.
We
stupefaction at the brilliance of the
any rate, it proves no matter what
if Ives de Chambres took up jitterbugging — if Carrow Tolson fell in
should have preferred it if they had anyone says, that talkies are here don't know where they are going, love — if McBriar and Montgomery broke up — if Jack Sharp hadn't
sun and the forgotten pleasures
how they are getting there, or
not brought back Miss Dressier in to stay.
of peace, arrange for us a brave
been conscripted — if Justice ever said a decent word — if Betty
why
they're
going.
At
the
end,
each
e middle of the film, where she
new world? No. for England, too,
Mackemer flunked a course — if Jack Budreau spent a whole year
is assigned the task of remaking
erely slowed it down. She was
in school — If the Alumni didn't come back — if Bill House had to live
his life.
great woman, a dominating per
in a bathing suit — If Hester Sturgis went with Carrow Tolson — if
Students
may
obtain
tickets
for
sonlaity, a superb commedienne,
Lou Bethea lost his comb — if the Brooks twins broke up — if Rollins
A new Theatre the
(Continued from Page 2)
the performances Thursday and was bombed — If the Varsity and Little Campus stopped charging
and Marthy Owen marked the beVogue, will make its bow in Orlando
Friday, by presenting their Student and delivering — if the Phi Mu's became tramp athletes instead of
ginning of her second windfl
It
on Christmas Day. Of particular in
is interesting to note that many that it was purchased with the Association cards at the box-office, brain-trusts — if Cloverleaf burned down — if Red Harris took up
terest in this section is the fact that
of her delightful tricks in "Annie income from your Fifty Dollar which will be open from four to j , < T T T,,-.,-.**- _
•
•_ T , TT
.,.,,,,
. ,„. .
the Vogue will play Warner Bros.,
afternoon
week.
membership in the Book-A-Year -iv every
™
„ f t „ ™ ; L this
„M. „,„_i,
BALLROOM dancing - if Jack Harris didn't have the "little woman"
1940's Sandspur Bowl Champions First National, and Vitaphone pic- Christie" later bogged down her
Club.
— if Sherry Lawes went to "Swing, Swing" — I F ANYONE finds
the Lambda Chis will play an all tures first run, exclusively for Or- every characterization — her mugThe
usefulness
of
the
Club
i;
out who really is writing this column.
ging, her vaudeville artist's techstar team in the inauguration of ar lando and Winter Park.
nique of stealing the scene from growing with its size. There an
The Vogue, which is located in
annual Christmas Fund Classic or
the actor talking, by arranging her now 34 members. Do you know any
Tuesday, December 17 a t four Colonialtown on East Colonial clothes or making eye-catching ges- thers to whom such membership
A new coiffure to Toy; new romance for Dick Kelly; Jack Myers to
The Final Communion Service
June Reinhold; Con Carey a new car; Jim Hoover a steady; Ethel
o'clock. There will be an admit Drive, will open with "Four tures. None the less, we are grate- might appear. If you will ph
for this year will be held in the
Mothers", starring the Lane sisMcDonald
a great big laugh; Stevie back alive to us; Hank Swan, Bob
send
us
their
names,
we
will
gladly
tance charge of 10 cents, which will
ful for those first ten minutes of deFrances Chapel, Sunday, Decemters, and continue with such films
Ruse a new buddy for his motorcycle; Jack Ruth, a girl who is ready
write to them. Any assistance of
be given to the Chapel Christmas as "Knute Rockne-All-American", lightful comedy.
ber 15, 1940. The College is
to fall MADLY in love with him; Clyde Jones PEACE; Ed Morris,
this
kind
will
be
gratefully
reFund.
Lost is George F . Marion who
cordially invited to attend.
"Santa Fe Trail", "The Letter",
another yacht; Ella Parshall an orange lip-stick; Betty Watson a good
ceived.
This game should test the offen- starring in these pictures, actors played Old Chris, and it would be
disposition; Pete Crawford the usual, dignified Xmas, —
Yours very truly,
sive and defensive strength of the like Errol Flyn, Bette Davis, Pat scarcely true to say we miss him.
William
F.
Yust,
champs to the utmost as the all- O'Brien, James Cagney, Ann Sheri- He is probably a very fine actor,
Librarian.
stars will field a well balanced team dan, people who have not been seen but we are just shallow enough to
that will boast of many stars.
in Orlando or Winter Park in over confess we didn't enjoy looking at
him. Charles Bickford had the
While the Lambda Chis will have two years.
a distinct advantage in working as
In addition several noteworthy physique, the accent, but not the lilt
a unit, and a beautifully trained one Warner Bros, films of the past year of the self-loving Matt Burke. To
at that, the all-stars will boast of like "All This and Heaven Too",
a team in which every man is an "The Old Maid", and "Virginia
offensive threat as well as a proven City" will also be booked.
defensive player.
The theatre will have installed
This game should show the fans the latest in theatre equipment inthe best and most sensational brand cluding a number of "love seats",
of touch-football seen this season originally intended for the
and you can be sure that it will be
2 theatregoers, but which
a thrilling, free-scoring battle. So, seat two people as well. Another
meet me at the Sandspur Bowl on feature perhaps not of such parTuesday!
ticular interest to Rollins studen ts

And Mean as H—

CAN YOU TAKE IT?

TRIANGLES OF THE TERM:

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN:

All-Stars to Oppose
Lambda Chis in Big
Xmas Charity Game

New Vogue Theatre
To Feature Latest
Warner Bros. Films

• The Mail Bag

Final Communion

MERRY

fhe Colony Theatre
Management t a k e s
this opportunity,
the last issue of The
Sandspur during 1940,
to wish the Students
and Faculty of Rollins
A Merry Christmas
and A Happy New
Year!
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WE HOPE THAT SANTA CLAUS BRINGS:

